Attention - Forensic Science Majors in the CUNY Justice Academy:

Your future in forensics awaits you at John Jay and we are anxious to get to know you!

Join us on Monday, February 23 from 3:30 – 7:00 p.m. for...

Pathology Lecture - "Introduction to Autopsy: Procedure and Reporting" - given by JJC alumna, Dr. Melissa Guzzetta

Research Lab Tours

New Friends and Free Food!

All forensic science majors in the CUNY Justice Academy who attend QCC, BMCC, BCC, Hostos, and KCC are encouraged to attend!

If you plan to join us, please be sure to RSVP to prism@jjay.cuny.edu by Wednesday, February 18 so that we can order enough food and save you a place for the lab tours! Include your name and school when you RSVP.

We'll be meeting at 3:45 p.m. on the 5th floor of John Jay's new building. Directions and other details will be confirmed when you RSVP! If you want to attend but think you might be late, contact us to see if we can accommodate you later.